To me—

Mrs. Bessette, give your letter to her mother who asks me to say the Council verifies the statement as printed because it is completely incorrect.

She liked the Wreaths.

answer to the Russian
In a recent New York magazine, a number of Philip Randolph

Mrs. John Boettiger,
Hotel St. Regis,
New York City.

Dear Mrs. Boettiger:

Mr. Winchell would appreciate your getting
the attached to the personal attention of your mother as soon
as possible. The purpose in sending this is that
Mr. Winchell has been challenged in print (with a hundred to
one wager) that Mrs. Roosevelt never made this statement. Can
she help Mr. Winchell win that $100 for the Runyon Cancer Fund
or any charity she prefers?

We would appreciate hearing from her.

sincerely,

Paul Bigman
for Walter Winchell
More Miners Out
In British Strike

LONDON, Sept. 9 (1927)—Five
thousand more Yorkshire miners
quit work today, increasing the
number of strikers to more than
30,000 and adding 50 mines, de-
ing the warnings of some brokers
that a prolonged strike may re-

Schenley Leads
In America’s Favor

Sunny Morning Flavor is the reason

Walter Winchell
In New York

Interpolated Love-Letter

Europe recently has been a grog-sweat colony especially from James A. Farley to his Kino's John Stowe Gurney, Frisco, Texas, By Post 

December 17, 1928

Dear John, I was in Washington last weekend and my wife and I went down especially to see Governor Farley and his wife. We met them in the White House and they stayed with them until after eleven o'clock. He told me the whole story of the House from the time he left until he returned. It was interesting beyond expression and really fantastic. He gave me intimate de-

tails of his negotiations with straight and his other.
The other representatives, notably the British,

and it appears to me that Cleveland did an excellent job.

There are serious doubts in my mind, from my conversation with Cleveland, that the later meeting would have been held if not for the support of the British Government. So much so that his associates know how hard it is to do their business in this country or England, because I am very sure that had I heard in the past that Russia does not trust Cleveland or the British

to their precious and work were a decided factor in bringing about the present situation.

I did not talk with him about the political situation and asked him only about his trip and the activities of the Allies in connection with the war effort. His answers were in such generalities that I

cannot pass on anything new but I am sure he will leave Washington in a February on my way back from a business trip from California and I will stop off at this hotel to see you and I will then be able to talk with you freely about some things I heard from him and which I would not want to put in a

letter. When I was in Washington I saw a few of our friends and talked to a number of

individuals. The Democrats are completely down in the dumps and is evident to me, and I think this is what I intended to tell you that if the election were held today we would not carry over

half a dozen States in the North and would likely lose Kentucky and Alabama, and some other states, although you would know better.

Jim Colby's attack on the southern Senators left a very bad feeling in the Senate. They did not object to his reference to us being silenced but when he mentioned their particular, that was the last straw. I am sure you read it in the Congressional Record and in Harry Stuyvesant's and in Senator Baker's and Senator Babcock's statements. I saw them both and they are very sore.

I am informed that both Ayd and Bailey are so strongly opposed to a fourth term that they would be willing to participate in a Democratic-National ticket. This would not help the Democratic Party and have their nominees for state, county, and town offices

done to such an extent that they could control the election and throw it into Congress if necessary, or, to what in my judgment is next to prevent the selection of Franklin Roosevelt. That seems like a definite possibility for them to talk but I don't think they feel that they must do anything.

McKellar and he is convinced the House is lost and the Senate too, unless Barry and McCarron can be saved. There is no hope for Barry at the moment and I cannot receive any support which would make possible his election. The situation is the same as the situation I am of the opinion that the President shouldn't run when the true situation is yet before him. If it ever is to run at all he must do it now, I think he will not run. As a result of the information I have received, I think he will not run. As a result of the information I have received, I think he will not run.
Mr. Winchell thought Mrs. Roosevelt might be interested in this material on the Russian situation.

Rose Bigman
The Jergens Journal, featuring Walter Winchell. Mr. Winchell, whose famous column appears in the New York Daily Mirror and other newspapers with more than 25 million readers, is brought to you by Jergens, the lotion for soft, smooth, romantic hands. Ladies, come and get it -- come and get your free gift from Jergens.

WOMAN: What free gift from Jergens?

GRAUER: Why, haven't you heard -- a generous 25 cent jar of Dryad -- Jergens new cream deodorant -- is your free gift now when you buy a 50 cent bottle of famous Jergens Lotion. Pay the usual 39 cents plus tax for your Jergens Lotion, and accept the jar of lovely Dryad deodorant entirely free. This new cream deodorizes instantly and helps check perspiration more daintily and safety. Leading skin specialists approve Dryad.

WOMAN: It's called Dryad, you say?

GRAUER: Yes, D R Y A D - Dryad. A secret ingredient keeps your Dryad smooth as a luxury face cream to the very last bit.

WOMAN: That's just what I want.

GRAUER: Well then, do get Dryad while this free gift offer lasts. Buy a 50 cent bottle of Jergens Lotion now, pay the usual 39 cents, plus tax, and have your jar of lovely new Dryad deodorant as a free gift.

WOMAN: Suppose my store hasn't Jergens free gift offer.

GRAUER: Then write to the station to which you are listening. Give your name and address and the name and address of the store, and we'll see that you get Jergens gift offer for 39 cents plus tax.

And now to the Editorial Room of the Jergens Journal and Walter Winchell.
Good evening, Mr. and Mrs. North and South America, and all the ships at sea, let's go to press. Let's set your recollection, Mr. Vishinsky.

HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA - The United States Air Force's mightiest plane - a Northrop Flying Wing, YB-49 Global Bomber - will be unveiled tomorrow morning at dawn at the plant in Hawthorne, California.

Eight jet engines, 32,000 horsepower. The most powerful bomber ever built. The weight -- 100 tons.

ATTENTION MR. AND MRS. UNITED STATES:

The Deputy Foreign Minister of Russia, Mr. Vishinsky, has charged that our country, the United States, is seeking war, and that I, among others, am a warmonger. Mr. Vishinsky flatly stated that the Marshall Plan was an American attack on the nations of Europe. Now Mr. Vishinsky, let's look at some facts, please. You, sir, charge that American corporations made large profits during the last war.

From whom? It certainly couldn't have been from other countries, or lend-lease wouldn't have been necessary. Your country and a lot of others got much of the goods that these corporations manufactured, but none has paid back a cent. You know the answer as well as I do, Mr. Vishinsky. The American Government paid for the goods and then gave the goods away to your country, along with a lot of others. Therefore, the American people will have to pay the bill for the whole war -- a sum of over $50 billion of dollars. In the last two years these same corporations which you charge made such huge profits, paid into the United States Treasury over $30 billion of American dollars. Part of these corporate taxes went to pay off the deficit of lend-lease. In short, Mr. Vishinsky, these same corporations are making up in taxes the losses caused the American Government because your country hasn't paid its bills.
-3-

You were glad to get the products of these corporations less than three years ago. Let me refresh your recollection, Mr. Vishinsky. Josef Stalin himself said that without American help Russia could not have survived. Well, these same corporations provided 80% of that help. We are not claiming a life saving medal from Russia, Mr. Vishinsky. But we don't deserve to be blackjacked from behind our backs either. Mathematics also contradict you, Mr. Vishinsky. At the present rate that they are paying taxes, these same American corporations will put twice as much into the public treasury as they now have in profits. Since Americans have paid, are paying, and will pay the entire cost of the war, how can you say with a straight face that Americans want war for profit? For what, Mr. Vishinsky? So that we can owe ourselves more money? Not only do the facts contradict you -- you contradict yourself. You state that these great capitalist corporations are gigantic, wealthy monopolies, and at the same time, the Moscow propaganda keeps shouting that America's capitalist economy is failing. America can't be failing very much, Mr. Vishinsky, if it is willing and able to save Europe in peace, as it saved Russia in war. That is why you communists are worried, Mr. Vishinsky. Your system cannot compete with ours. The Marshall Plan shows you up as a failure. It shows that our free enterprise economy can give away to other nations more than your commumistic system can give to its own people. You are afraid to let the world and the Russian people know, Mr. Vishinsky, that even with our high prices, an American worker gets over ten times as much as a Russian worker. Official Soviet wage charts show that for doing exactly -- exactly the same work, for every two pounds of bread a Russian worker can buy, an American worker can buy 25.
than the United States of America.

In the United States, there are now more than 2,000 new
employees, and there are now more than 3,000 new
employees. In the United States, there are more than 4,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 5,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 6,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 7,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 8,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 9,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 10,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 11,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 12,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 13,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 14,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 15,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 16,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 17,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 18,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 19,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 20,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 21,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 22,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 23,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 24,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 25,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 26,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 27,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 28,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 29,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 30,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 31,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 32,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 33,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 34,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 35,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 36,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 37,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 38,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 39,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 40,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 41,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 42,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 43,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 44,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 45,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 46,000 new employees.

And now, the United States has more than 47,000
new employees. In the United States, there are now more
than 48,000 new employees. In the United States, there are
now more than 49,000 new employees. In the United States,
there are now more than 50,000 new employees.
Yet every day you Russians tell 300 million people that we are preparing to attack you. Even your school children are taught that we and our children intend to destroy your country. Your educational system and your press is built around one big program of hate -- hate of everything American. You are not only preparing your armed forces, you are preparing the minds of your people -- for war. Well, we Americans aren't fools. You know and we know that it would take us at least 18 months to remobilize. But we also know that if you continue to mobilize and we continue to demobilize, we will never get the chance to defend ourselves. Right now your combat divisions outnumber ours 15 to 1, and your combat planes outnumber ours 5 to 1.

Who is the warmonger? Josef Stalin, for maintaining such a force? Or Walter Winchell, who merely reports the danger to his compatriots? Now very notably, Mr. Vishinsky, you offered no plan to prevent the war which you say you hate and fear. Well, here are some concrete suggestions. Since when is a loaf of bread for a starving man or a bottle of milk for a sick baby, an act of war? We Americans don't think that. Suppose, Mr. Vishinsky, we let the people of Europe decide. You get every Russian soldier out of occupied Europe, and we will get every American soldier home, and then let the people of Europe vote in open, free elections whether Secretary of State Marshall is causing war by sending food and clothing and medicine, and whether they want American help. Again, Mr. Vishinsky, you accuse America of threatening the world with the atomic bomb, but in open assembly, we agreed to turn that bomb over to the United Nations, provided there was international police and inspection of it. And what happened? Russia vetoed it!
Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.

Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.

Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.

Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.

Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.

Senator Fulbright, and others are witnesses, or you are a liar. I do not flatter myself that you intended to attack me personally.
GRAUER:

You struck back at a member of the American Press because there is nothing in the world that you and Mr. Molotov and Mr. Gromyko and Mr. Stalin fear more than a man with a free typewriter or microphone. But it is not I or my typewriter or microphone that should be enchained. It is you, Mr. Vishinsky, who are in chains right now. I can speak my mind, and you cannot. Along with 180 million other Americans, I am free to criticize our government, but if you, the third ranking man in the communist dictatorship, criticized yours, you would be shot, and you know it. Now let's set the record straight.

Your chief worry is not keeping Americans from knowing what is going on inside Russia. You are afraid to let the Russian people know what is going on in the outside world. You and your atheist government know that one independent and honest American reporter inside Russia with a microphone is more dangerous to the communist party than any atomic bomb. And for once, Mr. Vishinsky, you are right.

And that, ladies and gentlemen, winds up another Jergens Journal until next Sunday night at the very same time. Until then, and with lots of facts, I remain your New York correspondent Walter Winchell, who thanks Commissioner Vishinsky as a potential enemy, for waking up the American people, with the warnings they wouldn't take seriously from this fellow American. Goodnight.

Jergens newest shade in matchmates is Pink Frosting, the new color that goes with fall fashions. Get that Pink Frosting powder and lipstick together perfectly shaded at $1.00. Or try Pink Frosting powder in the 25 and 10 cent sizes, but be sure and try Jergens new, lucky-in-love shade, Pink Frosting.

Next week another edition of the Jergens Journal, with Walter Winchell. And now be sure to remain tuned for Louella Parsons' 15 minute program, featuring as guest Eddie Cantor, which follows immediately.
Walter Winchell

In New York

Attention, Mr. and Mrs. United States!

On Friday at the U. S. Vice-President Valiukyav, of Russia, made a speech in New York. The speech was addressed to the American people, and was delivered in his native tongue, Russian. In his speech, Valiukyav described the current political situation in Russia, and expressed his hope for improvement in the future. He also emphasized the importance of international cooperation and the need for peace. The speech was well received by the audience, who praised Valiukyav for his insightful remarks. The event was covered extensively by the media, and received widespread attention.

On Saturday, Valiukyav attended a social event in New York, where he met with various dignitaries and prominent figures. The event was held at a prestigious venue, and was attended by a large number of guests. Valiukyav was greeted warmly by the hosts, and his presence added to the elegance of the occasion. The evening concluded with a dinner, where speeches and toasts were given in praise of Valiukyav and his work.

Overall, the weekend was a success, and Valiukyav's visit to New York was a highlight of the year. His speeches and social events were well-attended, and his message of peace and cooperation resonated with the American public.

San Francisco

Walter Winchell

In California

On Thursday, Walter Winchell attended a conference in San Francisco. The conference was attended by leading figures in the entertainment industry, and was focused on the latest trends and developments in the field. Winchell delivered a keynote address, which was well-received by the audience. He discussed the importance of creativity and innovation in the industry, and emphasized the need for collaboration and partnerships.

On Friday, Winchell attended a gala event, which was held at the city's most prestigious venue. The event was attended by a large number of guests, including celebrities and industry leaders. Winchell was greeted warmly by the hosts, and his presence added to the glamour of the occasion. The evening concluded with a dinner, where speeches and toasts were given in praise of Winchell and his work.

Overall, the weekend was a success, and Winchell's visit to San Francisco was a highlight of the year. His speeches and social events were well-attended, and his message of creativity and innovation resonated with the audience.
Walter Winchell
In New York

Portrait of a Russian Peacemaker

This is the European interpretation of the Russian attack on the U.S. - Moscow is trying to force a new and public one (in America)

In the last few minutes, a new and powerful voice has been added to the international scene: the name of Walter Winchell.

A tenacious, shrewd, and often controversial reporter, Mr. Winchell has emerged as a major player in the world of diplomacy.

A recent article in the New York Times described him as "the man who knows the world." His insights into international affairs are revered by many, and his opinions are sought after by leaders around the globe.

As a reporter, Mr. Winchell has covered numerous events and has become known for his incisive analysis of world affairs. His articles are published in major newspapers and are widely read.

In the wake of the recent Russian attack, Mr. Winchell has provided a unique perspective on the situation, offering insights that are both insightful and thought-provoking.

His analysis of the conflict has garnered widespread attention, and his comments have been featured in countless newspapers and news programs around the world.

As the world watches and waits, Mr. Winchell continues to provide valuable commentary on the unfolding events, offering a window into the complex world of international relations.

His words, as always, hold a special place in the halls of power and in the minds of those who shape the course of history.
November 11, 1947

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

Many thanks for yours of the 23rd. Senator Ferguson certainly is a scare monger with that sort of press release.

regards,

W. W.

Walter Winchell
Thank you for your letter.

I thought you might like to know the appearance on September 14th in the San Francisco Chronicle.
October 13, 1947

Mrs. Anna Eleanor Roosevelt
Hyde Park
Dutchess County, New York

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:

I wish to call your attention to Walter Winchell's broadcast on Sunday, October 12 regarding the case of the seven missing Russians. Mr. Winchell stated that they were still missing and running loose around the country making maps of strategic spots for Atom bomb targets.

As you will note from the enclosed factual report of the incident appearing in the San Francisco Chronicle the previous day (October 11), Winchell's story is nothing but deliberate and irresponsible falsification of the facts.

Does not such "Hate the Russians" reporting lend credence to Mr. Vishensky's charge of war-mongering in the U. S. press and radio?

Is not such falsification subject to the jurisdiction of the F. C. C. in that it is certainly not "in the public interest"?

Respectfully,

[Signature]

P. S. I am no Communist or "fellow-traveller"—I simply do not believe in the methods of hysterical falsification and half-truth indulged in by such people as Winchell and the Hearst press.
SALLIES IN OUR ALLEY:
Jack Douglas heard about the radio executive who came home with lipstick on his collar. His wife, took one look and acidly intoned, "I suppose this was transcribed earlier?" They were gabbing about the premiere of a new producer. He's had three flops in a row. "I see," said Lew Parker, "where his newest show got panned out of town." "Yes," said Jed Harris, "his slipping is showing."

VIGNETTE: moss Hart's brother, Bernard, and Joe Hyman (attorney for Moss) were life long friends. For years, Bernard and Joe talked about producing their own shows. They finally saw a dream come true when they produced the hit "Dear Ruth." The show matched all the expectations of the one nurtured by pals.

SIGNATURE OF MIKE CONE
Louisville, Kentucky

R.J. CAGNON
Lincoln Park Golf Course
MADE 3 EAGLES ON 3 CONSECUTIVE HOLES
OF GOLF!
San Francisco

Colonel ROBERT L. SCOTT, JR.
Sergeant, Fighter Pilot
Preached an Extemporaneous Sermon As a Layman. He Was Asked To Run For Mayor. He Dictated 120,000 Words On 75 Rolls In 3 Days To Complete The Book, "God Is My Co-Pilot"